Smart Urban Infrastructure
(Cities, towns and villages)

Utilise your existing lighting networks
to harness the power of environmental
monitoring and feedback systems.

Summary

The Challenge

Continued increase in urbanisation is putting
tremendous pressure on our resources and
public services. Pair that with annual budget
pressures and we have to find ways of doing
things smarter or stop doing them altogether.
This is the concept of the Smart City but is as
equally applicable to towns and villages.

In order reduce energy bills and minimise
maintenance costs, local authorities and
municipalities are looking at upgrading their
existing public lighting stock. In recent years,
some have opted to implement part-night
lighting where the lights shut off at midnight
and come on again at 5am.

First, in order to manage anything, you have to
be able to measure it, economically. Upgrade
the street lights and simultaneously build out
a network suitable for sensors and you have
a very scalable and cost effective Internet of
Things (IoT) backbone for reducing the cost of
delivering public services from environmental
monitoring to traffic congestion and from
elderly care to high street re-invigoration. That
is the challenge that enLight® addresses.

Others are looking at replacing their existing
lanterns with a lower power consumption light
source like LED. In both cases, a team of two
people with a platform lift has to go to each
light post and make physical changes to the
post. This is not an insignificant cost and if we
are to invest in the equipment, resources and
time to make these in-street changes then we
should maximise the result.
Let’s turn the street lights from being a
cost burden into the strategic asset that
they are - mains power in the street and
5 to 12 metre antennas every 30 metres.
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SMART Urban Infrastructure

The Solution
Replacing aged lighting stock with new equipment
that significantly reduces operational expense is not
the big idea but ensuring that the upgrade builds out
a scalable and extensible network across the urban
environment is.
Using an energy efficient and low maintenance lighting
platform that turns each lamp post into a node in a
mesh network means that the connectivity is deployed
very cost effectively as well as scalably. It can bring the
same capability to a village or market town as to a city or
campus. The Return-on-Investment is typically 3.5 years but
certainly under 5 so it qualifies for many of the low or zero
interest “invest to save” funding programs available today.
Now that the lights have created a low-power wireless
network, a whole host of additional sensors or actuators
can be deployed from monitoring air quality to managing
parking and from measuring traffic density to early warning
of localised flooding - all viewable on a web based
management dashboard

The Platform
The type of scalable mesh network I am referring to is built
out as any one of enLight’s lighting products is deployed.
For lanterns that are 5-15 years old, that are out of
warranty but are still in good condition, our HID retrofit kit
can be used to replace the existing control gear to provide
total remote control of that light post, whilst achieving a
30-50% energy saving. Our ultra soft start technology
also makes the lamp last 2-3 times longer so significantly
decreasing the Smart Urban Infrastructure maintenance
burden. The HID Retrofit Kit will power any lamp from any
manufacturer from 26W to 150W so the client is free to
choose to stay with monochromatic (SON=golden glow)
or use a white light source (metal halide) for better colour
rendition, often a requirement if CCTV is involved.
For older lanterns, enLight provides a replacement lantern
that comes fully equipped and pre-wired for a simple 10
minute install so the cost of installation is reduced as more
can be done per day.
Traffic management needs to be in place for a shorter
period, further reducing the install cost. The enLight
lanterns can be HID or LED and both versions come in
two sizes for flexibility. As the enLight platform supports
full linear dimming in 1% increments, this small family
of lanterns can address the vast majority of lighting
requirements in the public or private sector - from
highways to footpaths and from car parks to campuses.

data, that includes; vibration to record impact and seismic
activity, orientation and direction to monitor accidental or
deliberate interference, light level and colour temperature,
UVA and UVB levels and temperature. The new platform
has also been augmented with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
for iBeacon and Eddystone support to enable location
based services for high street re-invigoration and Point-ofInterest information. It also has GPS on board to improve
the accuracy of lighting asset registers and provide a
reference position for BLE based navigation.
The platform’s real strength, however, is the ability to
add additional sensors onto the network and that can be
achieved in a number of ways. Sensors from the enLight
enSense™ range can be fitted to the enLight lanterns
before install for added capability or they can be added
later to measure and monitor a whole host of issues.
The sensor range includes; micro-climate, noise levels,
air quality (a full range of gas sensors including nitrogen
dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulphide, methane
and more), particulate levels (carbon black and pollen),
smoke, contactless temperature, PIR for motion and flood
detection, amongst others.

The end result
By deploying energy efficient and low maintenance
lighting upgrades, the network to enable a whole host
of smart city (town or village) applications is built out in
a very cost effective and scalable manner. The smallest
village with only a dozen street lights can have the same
capability as the largest city but without investing in a
huge capital intensive project. With the connectivity
platform in place, any new cost or resource reduction
project just needs to fund the sensors themselves and
the subscription service to manage the device and
deliver the data in the format they need it. Smart Urban
Infrastructure becomes a reality for even the smallest
municipality and its value will just continue to increase
over time as it becomes the foundation for new services
and applications for years to come.

For more information on enLight
products visit www.enlight.network
or contact enLight via email:
sales@enlight.co.uk or telephone:
+44 (0) 1508 521227

Making sense
All of enLight’s lighting solutions come with a standard
set of sensors, primarily to reduce the cost of maintaining
the lights, but some others that produce useful additional
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